
 

 

 
 

 

E-commerce in real? Welcome to piazza blu! 
 
We build online shops for our customers: From product searches to payment processing, we develop, implement and 
service all necessary processes, interfaces and applications for individual e-commerce platforms. The most diverse 
frameworks and technologies are used. In our projects team play is a top priority not only within our company, but 
also with every one of our customers, day in day out. 
 
Complement our powerful team now as  

Project Manager (m/f)  
for the area Product Information Management (PIM) 
You want to design? Working in a varied, creative environment with personal development? And you are not afraid 
of the responsibility or the challenges your projects entail? Then start your program with us! 
 

Your tasks in short form 
 

 Technical customer guidance and consulting 
 Technical team management 
 Conducting workshops and trainings 
 Analysis and optimization of processes 
 Quoting 
 Project management (planning and controlling  

the projects in terms of content, time and 
commercial aspects) 

 Integration of our PIM solution at the customers 
 Interface between customers, development and 

other stakeholders 
 Creation of data models 
 Definition of the technical requirements and 

briefing of the development 
 Test & QA 

Your profile 
 

 Completed economics or technical / IT university 
studies  

 Also newcomers with corresponding experience in 
PIM and IT affinity 

 Ideally, at least 5 years of experience as project 
manager in the area of PIM, product data 
management, E-commerce with demonstrable 
project results 

 Experience in the system environment of  
ERP/MAM/DAM/PIM/CMS or similar 

 Ideally experience with at least one PIM system 
 Analytical, structured way of working 
 Very good German and English skills spoken and 

written 

 
 

What you can expect 
 

 Performance-related remuneration, which can  
be rounded off with a job ticket (VRS) and a 
company pension scheme 

 Modern office in beautiful Cologne and a  
MacBook Pro 

 
 

 30 vacation days and flexible working hours 
 Regular training 
 Allowance for lunch and fresh fruit 
 Cooperation between colleagues, strengthened  

by team activities 

 
 
Convinced? Then send your application documents to bewerbung@piazzablu.com! 
 
 
 
You can find all the information about data protection and the handling of your data here: https://www.piazzablu.com/data-protection-candidates 


